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ABSTRACT 
 

Objective: To investigate the utility of hMena, a family of enabled/vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein 
(Ena/VASP), we sought to characterize the expression profile and distribution characteristics of hMena in a large 
panel of glioma samples and determine whether hMena expression levels might correlate with the pathological 
grade of glioma. 

Methods: Sixty-five specimens of glioma with different pathological grades and five control brain tissues were 
collected. In 6 of the 21 glioblastoma patients, multi-specimens were obtained respectively from the main tumor 
mass, the junction zone between the tumor and the normal tissue, and adjacent brain tissue 1.5 cm away from the 
tumor boundary under assistance of neuronavigation system during the operation. Immunohistochemistry was used 
to detect the expression and distribution characteristics of hMena. hMena expression was analyzed by Western blot 
in 20 specimens. 

Results: The hMena expression was negative in control brain tissue but positive in different grades of glioma. 
The expression rate of hMena was positively correlated with the increasing grade of the World Health Orgnization 
(WHO) classification (rs=0.682, P=0.000). hMena was located in cytoplasm. Positive cells only distributed around the 
vessels within the tumor mass in low grade glioma, while in high grade glioma, these cells were able to be detected 
not only in the tumor but also in the boundary zone and adjacent brain parenchyma. In the tumor mass, hMena 
expressed highly and diffusedly. In the junction zone, hMena positive cells formed radiolitic pattern around the 
vessels. In adjacent brain parenchyma, single positive cell was scattered. hMena expression was markedly elevated 
in Grade III and IV glioma compared with Grade II and I. 

Conclusion: Our data suggested that the expression of hMena is closely related to malignant grade of glioma. 
hMena can label the migrating cells, and indicate the migrating path of glioma cells from the tumor to adjacent 
tissue along with the vascular basement membranes and tracts of white matter. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Glioma is the most common type of primary brain tumor 
and accounts for 40%–50% of the adult brain tumor. Malignant 
glioma is characterized by rapid, highly invasive growth and 
extensive neovascularisation and high mortality. The median 
survival of glioblastoma patients is from 12.1 to 14.6 months[1]. 
The key reason for the lack of successful therapy is the 
infiltration of tumor cells into the adjacent brain parenchyma. 

Glioma invasion is a multi-step process in which tumor cells 
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detach from primary lesions, establish new contacts with 
extracellular matrix (ECM) and neighboring cells, degrade 
and/or remodel ECM barriers and migrate to the adjacent 
normal brain tissue along with myelinated nerve fibre tracts, 
vessel basement membranes and the subependymal layers as 
major routes to form a new lesion[2]. Several recent reviews have 
highlighted the important role of ECM, proteinases, integrins 
and angiogenesis in glioma invasion and identified potential 
molecular targets for therapeutic intervention. This study 
focuses on the locomotion of the tumor cells. The movement of 
the tumor cells is a key process during migration. 

Enabled/vasodilator-stimulated phosphoproteins (Ena/ 
VASP), a family of multi-functional actin-modulating proteins, 
are implicated in cell migration. They play an important role in 
linking signaling pathways to the remodeling of the actin 
cytoskeletal structure including the formation of lamellipodia 
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and filopodia which leads to cell motility[3, 4]. hMena, an actin 
regulatory protein of Ena/VASP family, is overexpressed in 
many human tumors. It is found that the expression of hMena is 
correlated with the clinical stage and invasive nature and it plays 
a key role in the progress of the tumor[5, 6]. In this study, we 
focused on the expression and distribution characteristics of 
hMena in glioma and explored its implication in tumor invasion. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Tissue Samples 

Sixty-five freshly resected glioma samples were collected in 
the Department of Neurosurgery at Tianjin Medical University 
General Hospital from August 2008 to December 2009. They 
were from 37 male and 28 female patients in the range of 16 to 77 
years old. In 6 of 19 glioblastoma patients, multi-specimens were 
obtained from the main tumor mass, the junction zone between 
tumor and edema and the area of 1.5 cm away from the tumor 
mass under assistance of neuronavigation system during 
operation (Figure 1). As well, 5 nonneoplastic brain samples 
collected from brain injury patients were served as control. Parts 
of each sample were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and cut into 
serial sections (5 μm thick), and the left were snap-frozen in 
liquid nitrogen and kept at 80C until use. The specimens were 
classified according to WHO classification of tumors of the 
central nervous system (2007). There were 9 cases of WHO 
grade I tumors, 16 cases of WHO grade II tumors, 19 cases of 
WHO grade III tumors, and 21 cases WHO IV grade tumors. No 
chemotherapy or radiotherapy was performed on the patients 
before the operation. 

 

 

Figure 1. Specimens were collected from the glioblastoma under 

assistance of neuronavigation system during the operation. A: 1.5 cm away 
from the tumor boundary; B: the main tumor mass; C: the junction zone. 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

Paraffin-embedded tissue samples were rehydrated and 
then antigen retrieval was performed by incubation with citrate 
buffer (10 mmol/L, pH 6.0) at 96C for 40 min. The sections were 
cooled to room temperature. After saturation with 5% bovine 
serum albumin (BSA), they were incubated with mouse 
anti-Mena monoclonal antibody (1:100, BD Biosciences, USA), at 

4C over night, and then the sections were washed and 
incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies. 
Immunoreaction was detected by Non-Biotin HRP Detection 
System (Zhongshan Corp., China).  The sections were 
counterstained with Mayer's hematoxylin, dehydrated, and 
mounted for microscopic visualization.  
 
Western Blot Analysis 

Samples stored at −80°C were lysed in the lysis buffer [62.5 
mmol/L Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 
10% glycerol] and sonicated. Homogenates were clarified by 
centrifugation at 12,000 r/min for 15 min at 4°C, and protein 
concentrations were determined using the BCA protein assay kit 
(Pierce, USA). Samples were made equal in protein 
concentration and volume, and then transferred to SDS- 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) on 8% SDS- 
acrylamide gel. Separate proteins were transferred to 
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, USA). 
After being blocked in Tris-buffered saline with 5% nonfat dry 
milk, the membrane was probed with anti-Mena monoclonal 
antibody (1:1,000, BD Biosciences, USA) and then with an 
anti-mouse HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (1:2,000 Santa 
Cruz Biotechnology, USA). Specific signals were detected from 
quantitative gel and Western blotting imaging system (Becton 
Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). The membrane was also 
reprobed with anti-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(GAPDH, 1:2,000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) using the 
same procedures described above. 
 

Histological Assessment 

The immunostaining results are independently evaluated 
by two pathologists. When an evaluation differed, the final 
decision was made by consensus. The immunohistochemical 
analysis of hMena expression was scored as follows: 0, no 
staining; +, staining of less than 10% of cells; ++, staining of 
10%–60% of cells; +++, staining of greater than 60% of cells.  
 

Statistical Analysis 
All data were analyzed by SPSS 16.0. Kruskal-Wallis test 

was used to assess the positive rate in different grades of 
gllioma. Spearman correlations were used to verify the 
correlation between hMena staining intensity and the grades of 
glioma. The overall threshold of significance was 0.05 for both 
tests. 
 

RESULTS 
 

The hMena expression was negative in control brain tissue 
(0/5), and the positive rates of different grades of glioma were: 
WHO I 11.11% (1/9), WHO II 25.00% (4/16), WHO III 84.21% 
(16/19), andWHO IV 90.48% (19/21) (Table 1). The difference of 
hMena expression in glioma was significant (H=34.935, 
P=0.000). The expression rate of hMena was positively correlated 
with the increasing grade of WHO classification (rs=0.682, 
P=0.000). Western blot confirmed that hMena expression was 
markedly elevated in Grade III and IV glioma compared with 
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Grade II and Grade I glioma (Figure 2). hMena was located in 
cytoplasm, especially at the leading edge of the cell (Figure 4).  
 
 

Table 1. The positive rates of different grades of glioma 

 

Grade  Cases 

(n) 

hMena expression 

             +          ++       +++ 

Grade I 9 8 1 0 0 
Grade II 16 12 4 0 0 

Grade III 19 3 1 7 8 

Grade IV 21 2 3 4 12 

 
In low grade glioma, hMena is expressed weakly, while 

widely and strongly in malignant glioma (Figure 3). We also 
found that the distribution characteristics of hMena are unique 
in malignant glioma: In the tumor mass, hMena is expressed in a 
high level and diffused. Around the vessel, hMena positive cells 

clustered and formed radiolitic pattern and the long axis of the 
cell are perpandicular to the vascular wall. In the area of 1.5 cm 
away from the tumor mass, hMena is expressed in some single 
cell (Figure 4). 

 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Western blot: the expression of hMena in control brain and 

glioma.

 
 

 

 
Figure 3. Immunohistochemistry for hMena expression in different grades of glioma. A: Control brain tissue (×100). B: Grade I (×100). C: 

Grade II (×100). D: Around vessel in Grade II. E: Grade III (×100). F: Grade IV (×100). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Immunohistochemistry for hMena expression in different areas of glioblastoma. A and B: Perivascular structures. C: 1.5cm away 

from tumor mass. D: In white matter. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

Cell migration is a key process of tumor invasion, which 
requires dynamic remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton through 
assembly and disassembly, and forms lamellipodia and 
filopodia at the leading edge. Mena (mammalian enabled) is a 
member of Ena/VASP family, which plays a significant role in 
the development of the nervous system of vertebrate. The 
expression of Mena in high level is required in the formation and 
viability of several neural-derived structures, such as neural 
tube, craniofacial, spinal nerve and anterior commissure[7]. In the 
recent few years, it is found that hMena, regulators of actin 
cytoskeleton dynamics, is involved in epithelial-mesenchymal 
transitions in tumor progression and the invasive nature of the 
tumor[8-10]. It is found that hMena is overexpression in kinds of 
tumor including pancreatic cancer[11], colorectal carcinoma[5], 
lung cancer[12] and breast cancer[13] but not in corresponding 
normal tissues. In breast cancer, hMena over-expressed both in 
protein and mRNA levels. In addition, as the degree of 
malignancy increased, the positive rate of hMena significantly 
increased in the mammary lesion[8, 14]. A recent research showing 
that there is a statistically significant increase of hMena 
transcripts in matched human colorectal carcinomas and 
adjacent non-neoplastic colorectal epithelium and an elevated 
hMena expression is correlated to the cases with advanced TNM 
stages of colorectal carcinomas. Furthermore, they observed 
intensified hMena staining in the invasive front of colorectal 
carcinomas, especially in tumor budding, a transition from 
glandular structure to single or small clusters of cells at the 
invasive front[5]. 

Our data indicates that the expression of hMena has a 
significant relationship with the grade of WHO classification and 
unique distribution characteristics in glioma. In low grade 
glioma, there are only few weakly staining cells locating around 
the microvessels, which exhibit a round cell morphology. While 
in high grade glioma, hMena positive cells spread widely. In the 
main tumor mass, hMena is diffused and the cells have no 
obvious directionality. In the junction zone, which is rich of 
capillary, the positive staining cells clustered and formed in a 
radiolitic pattern around the vessels. The cell morphology 
exhibits distinct polarity, and the major axis is perpendicular to 
the vascular wall. These cells form pseudopalisade structure. In 
the area of 1.5 cm away from the tumor mass, hMena positive 
cells could be found as well, but they are scattered and very few, 
which indicate that a few cells have migrated away from the 
tumor to adjacent brain parechyma, even to the further tissue. It 
is difficult to obtain the samples far away from the main tumor 
in patients, so whether hMena expressed in this field is 
unknown and need to be assessed in animal models in the 
future. The cells that strongly express hMena have an 
outstanding ability of migration and these cells usually lengthen 
their bodies indicating that they are in the moving process. Our 
data imply that most of the glioma cells are capable of invasion 
and migrate to the microvessels. We speculate one of the 
possible reasons of this phenomenon is that the microvessels in 
situ of tumor cannot provide enough oxygen and other nutrition 
while tumor cells proliferate widely. Under this circumstance, 
some tumor cells would migrate to seek new microenvironment 
around the microvessel driven by hypoxia or nutrition deficit. In 
addition, David Zagzag[15] reported that stromal cell-derived 

factor-1 (SDF-1) is expressed in blood vessels, and white 
matter tracts while its receptor CXCR4 is expressed in invading 
glioma cells organized around blood vessels, and along white 
matter tracts. These cells migrate from tumor core to vessels 
according to the SDF-1α gradient formed around blood 
vessels[15]. Furthermore, some studies including our early 
research found that the distribution characteristics of CD133 are 
seriously similar to hMena, especially around the 
microvesse[16-18]. While CD133 positive cells, in another word, 
brain tumor stem cells (BTSCs), reside in perivascular niche and 
the surrounding necrotic tissue[19, 20]. Evidence for the existence 
of vascular niche complex has been recently elucidated for 
malignant glioma, which is rich in a multitude of chemokines, 
growth factors and other signaling molecules. According to the 
similarity, we infer that some signaling molecules such as 
SDF-1/CXCR4 induce the glioma cells or BTSCs to concentrate 
around blood vessels to obtain nutrition, and use nascent 
microvessels as an escalator for migration during development.  

This study provides a new target and a clue for the invasive 
pattern of glioma. Rearrangement of actin cytoskeleton resulting 
into invasive behavior is involved in tumor progression and it is 
one of the reasons that glioma has an infiltrative nature[21-23]. As 
the actin regulatory protein, hMena involved in the control of 
cell motility, is over expressed in numerous tumors and plays a 
significant role in the tumor progression and at the beginning of 
invasion to adjacent tissue[5,8,13]. Further investigation on 
molecular mechanism of hMena in cell migrating and the 
relationship of hMena, BTSCs and chemokines should be carried 
to understand the invasive nature of glioma and may provide 
insights into the novel therapeutic strategies against malignant 
glioma. 
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